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The objective of this study is to increase the understanding of the concept of innovation 
in business as one of the most important ways of achieving competitive advantage. The global 
context of competitive business, with its changing environment, has accelerated the need for 
organizations to develop ideas, solutions, processes and products. Today, organizations remain 
committed to achieving defined goals of maximizing profits, being competitive and remaining 
sustainable in the market, innovation representing a necessary process of renewal in business, a 
generic activity associated with survival and growth. Innovation is at the heart of contemporary 
economic rhetoric in terms of developing and avcvhieving competitiveness.
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IntroDUctIon 
In an ever-changing world, organizations need to face more and more challenges, 

adapt to a new economic context, which has led to many transformations in the business 
environment. any organization, regardless of ownership and field of activity, is forced to 
constantly respond to these challenges or threats, as they operate in a complex, dynamic 
world, often with a high level of uncertainty. this fact, in turn, requires entrepreneurs, 
managers to change the development strategy, adapting it to the new conditions. In many 
cases, the new strategy is influenced by the need for innovation, in terms of new products 
and services and in terms of process organization [1, p. 68].

Innovation, as a concept refers to the process of creating new ideas, products, or 
methods to turn changes into opportunity in terms of process innovation and business 
competitiveness. often, innovating involves approaching an existing idea or product 
from a new perspective with the goal of improving it.

In an academic content with reference to the definition of competitiveness, we can 
highlight the following aspects: 

competitiveness is a field of economic theory1. 
competitiveness analyzes economic factors and policies2. 
competitiveness determines a state's ability to develop and maintain an environ-3. 

ment favorable to sustainable economic development.
competitiveness maintains processes favorable to the more active involvement 4. 

of enterprises in the creation of added value.
competitiveness produces more welfare for people [2, p. 42].5. 
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there is no future growth for a company, and risks losing competitiveness and dis-
appearing from the market if it fails to keep up with the new market requirements and 
cannot build an efficient innovative business strategy. 

MaterIaL anD MetHoD
the results of the research outlined in the present article were obtained by using 

traditional research methods: investigation, synthesis, systematization analysis of scien-
tific/specialized literature, both theoretical and applied, in a traditional format, as well 
as in form of e-publications, in the fields of innovational business and competitiveness. 
all these methods have contributed to promoting the research and highlighting the most 
important milestones of the research. 

reSULtS anD DIScUSSIon 
Innovation is one of the most important ways of achieving competitive advantage. 

the phrase “adapt or die” for businesses to achieve success in today’s modern world, it’s 
a universal truth. For example, the massive expansion in technological advancements in 
the past decade - because of this extreme growth, businesses have been forced to adapt 
and expand more than ever before. the increasing need for growth and change also 
provides a great deal of opportunity for businesses and companies cannot afford to stay 
afloat if they do not embrace innovation and change. Here are three critical factors on the 
importance of innovation as a key part of owning a successful business:

Innovation grows the business1. . Business growth means, ultimately, increasing 
the profits. Successful innovation adds value to the business in order to increase the 
profits.

Innovation positions the business ahead of the competition.2.  With globalization 
and a rapidly changing market, there are more competing businesses than ever before. 
Innovative thinking can help to predict the market and keep up with customer needs. 

Innovation helps to take advantage of new technologies.3.  technology (especially 
artificial intelligence) is evolving faster than ever before, which means that there may 
be new, more efficient technologies to make better products, to optimize services, or to 
track performance with analytics. By taking advantage of these new technologies for 
process innovation, it will become possible to optimize your business and gain a com-
petitive advantage over your competitors [3].

In order to drive business growth, it’s crucial to stay relevant in changing times, 
and differentiate from the competition, business leaders must be able to think creatively 
and embrace innovation into their business models. this doesn’t mean that a willingness 
to innovate is the only ingredient for success, however: leaders must also have a solid 
understanding of how to go about bringing that innovation to life [4].

Business innovation is the act of introducing something new to a company—
whether it’s a new product, a new market strategy, a new method, and so on— in order 
to reinvigorate the company and promote new value and growth. Innovation is all about 
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business leaders coming up with creative ideas, and then using strategic planning and 
decision-making to implement the new business ideas successfully. When a business 
innovates, it can either improve its existing products, processes, or methodologies, or it 
can create new ones from scratch. there isn’t just one way to innovate—in fact, there 
are three distinct approaches that big and small businesses use to introducing something 
new. each model involves innovating a different aspect of the organization:

Revenue-model innovation:1.  this involves business owners looking at their rev-
enue model for places to innovate the products and services that they offer, the prices of 
their products and services, and the customers they target. When organizations choose 
revenue-model innovation, they may choose, for example, to create innovative products, 
stop selling certain products, make changes to their supply chain, sell to new customers, 
or change the prices of their offerings.

Business-model innovation:2.  this involves business owners looking at their 
overarching business model for places to implement innovative solutions: their business 
processes, their business strategy, their mission statement, the technologies they use, and 
the businesses that they partner with. When organizations choose business-model in-
novation, they may choose to create a strategic alliance with another business, to update 
the software that they use, to accept venture capital financing, or to go from selling at a 
physical storefront to selling online.

Industry-model innovation:3.  this involves business owners looking at their in-
dustry model for places to innovate: the industry they currently work within and what 
potential industries they could transition to. When organizations choose industry-model 
innovation, they may choose, for example, to market their product to an entirely different 
industry or even to create a new industry to align with their mission and products. [3] 
no matter what aspect of your organization you choose to innovate upon or the strategy 
you choose to use, a key component of the process will include the free flow of creative 
problem solving and new ideas. to execute the innovation process successfully on a 
large scale, you’ll need a strong innovation team and the ability to inspire those team 
members to think outside of the box [5].

every year, Boston consulting group (Bcg) releases the Most Innovative Compa-
nies ranking. Based on a survey of over 1,000 innovation executives polled in Dec. 2022 
and Jan. 2023, Bcg assessed a company’s performance on four dimensions:

global mindshare: the number of votes received from all global innovation ex-‒ 
ecutives

Industry peer view: the number of votes received from executives in a com-‒ 
pany’s own industry

Industry disruption: the Diversity Index (Herfindahl-Hirschman) of votes across ‒ 
industries

value creation: total shareholder return, including share buybacks, over the ‒ 
3-year period from Jan. 2020 through Dec. 2022 [6].
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  Tablel 
The Most Innovative Companies in 2023 in the world

Rank Company Industry
1 Apple Technology
2 Tesla Transportation & energy
3 Amazon Technology
4 Alphabet Technology
5 Microsoft Technology
6 Moderna Healthcare
7 Samsung Technology
8 Huawei Technology
9 ByD Company Transportation & energy
10 Siemens Transportation & energy

Source: developed by the author after [6]

the innovation-ready leaders are consistently establishing new revenue streams, 
entering new markets and delivering new products by using tools such as artificial intel-
ligence, portfolio planning and mergers and acquisitions to outpace others in the global 
market.

Fig. 1. Ranking „The Most Innovative Companies in the world” changes over the past 
decade

Source: [6]

analyzing Figure 1, we notice that the top 3 innovative industries technology, 
transport&energy, customer goods&Services have remained the same over 10 years. 
For a real, reliable partnership between innovation and technology transfer structures 
and research providers, it is necessary to support cooperation with research, education, 
innovation and the business environment, the use of consulting services, to meet the 
demand for innovative products and to be competitive
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Fig. 1. Ranking „The Most Innovative Companies in the world” changes over the past decade 

Source: [6] 

Analyzing Figure 1, we notice that the top 3 innovative industries Technology, Transport&Energy, 

Customer Goods&Services have remained the same over 10 years. For a real, reliable partnership 

between innovation and technology transfer structures and research providers, it is necessary to support 

cooperation with research, education, innovation and the business environment, the use of consulting 

services, to meet the demand for innovative products and to be competitive 

 

In the Republic of Moldova, The Top 5 Most Innovative Companies in 2023 are: 

- Fagura – Impactful Initiative of the Year (The Fagura team is developing an innovative 

P2P lending platform in Southeast Europe); 
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In the Republic of Moldova, The Top 5 Most Innovative Companies in 2023 are:
Fagura –-  Impactful Initiative of the Year (the Fagura team is developing an in-

novative p2p lending platform in Southeast europe);
Salt Edge-  – the most innovative product (Salt edge has created a platform that 

connects business with thousands of banking institutions in the world);
Bloomcoding-  – the rising Startup (Bloomcoding is an online coding school 

for kids)
Omnis-  – the best service innovation ((omnis is an innovative platform that sim-

plifies insurance management);
FusionWorks-  – the special prize of the jury (FusionWorks is a leading company 

providing remote employment solutions) [7].
From 41 unique participants, 33 of these companies are residents of the Moldova 

Innovation technology park, showcasing the thriving tech ecosystem in the country.

concLUSIon
Increasing the role of business innovation in developing competitiveness must be 

based on: Increasing the competitiveness of the research and innovation system, includ-
ing in terms of efficiency, performance, and connecting it to the needs of the national 
economy; establishing an environment favorable to innovation and promoting a clear 
and realistic policy in the field, starting from the stimulation of research-development 
and innovation activities; promoting a systemic approach to innovation, in the context 
of the relationships and interests of all actors participating in this process: universities, 
research institutions, businesses, financiers and, last but not least, the state. 
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